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Abstract

Pedestrian detection is a rapidly evolving area in computer vision with key applications in intelligent

vehicles, surveillance and advanced robotics. The objective of this paper is to provide an overview of

the current state of the art from both methodological and experimental perspective.

The first part of the paper consists of a survey. We cover the main components of a pedestrian

detection system and the underlying models. The second (and larger) part of the paper contains a

corresponding experimental study. We consider a diverse set of state-of-the-art systems: wavelet-based

AdaBoost cascade [74], HOG/linSVM [11], NN/LRF [75] and combined shape-texture detection [23].

Experiments are performed on an extensive dataset captured on-board a vehicle driving through

urban environment. The dataset includes many thousands of training samples as well as a 27 minute

test sequence involving more than 20000 images with annotated pedestrian locations. We consider a

generic evaluation setting and one specific to pedestrian detection on-board a vehicle. Results indicate

a clear advantage of HOG/linSVM at higher image resolutions and lower processing speeds, and a

superiority of the wavelet-based AdaBoost cascade approach at lower image resolutions and (near)

real-time processing speeds. The dataset (8.5GB) is made public for benchmarking purposes.

Index Terms

Pedestrian detection, survey, performance analysis, benchmarking.

I. INTRODUCTION

Finding people in images is a key ability for a variety of important applications. In this paper,

we are concerned with those applications where the human body to be detected covers a smaller

portion of the image, i.e. is visible at lower resolution. This covers outdoor settings such as

surveillance, where a camera is watching down onto a street, or intelligent vehicles, where an

on-board camera watches the road ahead for possible collisions with pedestrians. It also applies

to indoor settings such as a robot detecting a human walking down the hall. Hence our use of

the term ”pedestrian” in the remainder of the paper, rather than the more general ”people” or

”person”. We do not consider more detailed perception tasks, such as human pose recovery or

activity recognition.

Pedestrian detection is a difficult task from machine vision perspective. The lack of explicit

models leads to the use of machine learning techniques, where an implicit representation is

learned from examples. As such, it is an instantiation of the multi-class object categorization
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problem (e.g. [79]). Yet the pedestrian detection task has some of its own characteristics, which

can influence the methods of choice. Foremost, there is the wide range of possible pedestrian

appearance, due to changing articulated pose, clothing, lighting, and background. The detection

component is typically part of a system situated in a physical environment, which means that

prior scene knowledge (camera calibration, ground plane constraint) is often available to improve

performance. Comparatively large efforts have been spent to collect extensive databases; this

study, for example, benefits from the availability of many thousands of samples. On the other

hand, the bar regarding performance and processing speed lies much higher, as we will see later.

Pedestrian detection has attracted an extensive amount of interest from the computer vision

community over the past few years. Many techniques have been proposed in terms of features,

models and general architectures. The picture is increasingly blurred on the experimental side.

Reported performances differ by up to several orders of magnitude (e.g. within the same study

[74], or [39] vs. [74]). This stems from the different types of image data used (degree of

background change), the limited size of the test datasets, and the different (often, not fully

specified) evaluation criteria such as localization tolerance, coverage area, etc.

This paper aims to increase visibility by providing a common point of reference from both

methodological and experimental perspective. To that effect, the first part of the paper consists of

a survey, covering the main components of a pedestrian detection system: hypothesis generation

(ROI selection), classification (model matching) and tracking.

The second part of the paper contains a corresponding experimental study. We evaluate a

diverse set of state-of-the-art systems with identical test criteria and datasets:

• Haar wavelet-based AdaBoost cascade [74]

• histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) features combined with a linear SVM [11]

• neural network using local receptive fields (NN/LRF) [75]

• combined hierarchical shape matching and texture-based NN/LRF classification [23]

In terms of evaluation, we consider both a generic and an application-specific test scenario. The

generic test scenario is meant to evaluate the inherent potential of a pedestrian detection method.

It incorporates no prior scene knowledge as it uses a simple 2D bounding box overlap criterion

for matching. Furthermore, it places no constraints on allowable processing times (apart from

practical feasibility). The application-specific test scenario focuses on the case of pedestrian

detection from a moving vehicle, where knowledge about camera calibration, location of the
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Dataset
Training Set Test Set

Comments
Pedestrian / Non-Pedestrian Pedestrian / Non-Pedestrian

MIT CBCL Pedestrian

Database [46]
924 / 0 (cut-outs), no separation into training and test images

single images, frontal and back views

only

INRIA Person Dataset [28]
2416 (cut-outs) / 1218

(full images)

1132 (cut-outs) / 453 (full

images)
single images (color)

Mobile Scene Analysis

Dataset [16]

490 (full images), 1578

ped. labels

1803 (full images), 9380

ped. labels

camera at walking speed (stroller on

urban sidewalks)

PETS Datasets (2001, 2003,

2004) [54]
-

2688, 2500, 13112 (full im-

ages)

16 image sequences from static cam-

eras

DaimlerChrysler Pedestrian

Classification Benchmark [49]

14400 / 15000 (cut-outs)

+ 1200 (full images)
9600 / 10000 (cut-outs) single images

Daimler Pedestrian Detec-

tion Benchmark (current pa-

per)

15660 (cut-outs) / 6744

(full images)

21790 (full images), 56492

labels: 14132 fully visible

ped. labels in 259 trajecto-

ries, 37236 partial ped. la-

bels, 5124 other labels (bi-

cyclists, motorcyclists, etc.)

test set corresponds to a 27 min drive

through urban traffic

TABLE I

OVERVIEW OF PUBLICLY AVAILABLE PEDESTRIAN DATASETS WITH GROUND-TRUTH.

ground plane, and sensible sensor coverage areas provide regions of interest. Evaluation takes

place in 3D in a coordinate system relative to the vehicle. Furthermore, we place upper bounds

on allowable processing times (250ms vs. 2.5s per frame). In both scenarios, we list detection

performance both at the frame and trajectory level.

The dataset is truly large-scale; it includes many tens of thousands of training samples as

well as a test sequence consisting of 21790 monocular images at 640× 480 resolution, captured

from a vehicle in a 27 minute drive through urban traffic. See Table I. Compared to previous

pedestrian datasets, the availability of sequential images means that also hypothesis generation

and tracking components of pedestrian systems can be evaluated, unlike with [28], [46], [49].

Furthermore, the dataset excels in complexity (dynamically changing background) and realism

for the pedestrian protection application on-board vehicles.

The scope of this paper is significantly broader than our previous experimental study [49]

which focused on pedestrian classification using low-resolution pedestrian and non-pedestrian

cut-outs (18 × 36 pixels). Here we evaluate how robust and efficient pedestrians can be local-

ized in image sequences in both generic and application-specific (vehicle) settings. Among the

approaches considered, we include those that rely on coarse-to-fine image search strategies, e.g.
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see Section IV-D.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II surveys the field of monocular

pedestrian detection. After introducing our benchmark dataset in Section III, Section IV describes

the approaches selected for experimental evaluation. The result of the generic evaluation and the

application-specific pedestrian detection from a moving vehicle are listed in Section V. After

discussing our results in Section VI, we conclude in Section VII.

II. SURVEY

A number of related surveys exist, albeit with a different focus than ours. [21], [47], [57]

cover methods for people detection, body pose estimation and activity recognition. [20] focuses

on the pedestrian protection application in the intelligent vehicle domain. It covers both passive

and active safety techniques, the latter using (possibly) multiple vision and non-vision sensors,

together with methods for collision risk assessment. We decompose pedestrian detection into the

generation of initial object hypotheses (ROI selection), verification (classification), and temporal

integration (tracking). While the latter two require models of the pedestrian class, e.g. in terms of

geometry, appearance or dynamics, the initial generation of regions of interest is usually based

on more general low-level features or prior scene knowledge.

A. ROI Selection

The simplest technique to obtain initial object location hypotheses is the sliding window

technique, where detector windows at various scales and locations are shifted over the image.

The computational costs are often too high to allow for real-time processing [11], [12], [48],

[53], [60], [68]. Significant speed-ups can be obtained by either coupling the sliding window

approach with a classifier cascade of increasing complexity [45], [52], [63], [71], [74], [76], [80],

[83] or by restricting the search-space based on known camera geometry and prior information

about the target object class. These include application-specific constraints such as the flat-

world assumption, ground-plane based objects and common geometry of pedestrians, e.g. object

height or aspect ratio [15], [23], [39], [50], [62], [82]. In case of a moving camera in a real-

world environment, varying pitch can be handled by relaxing the scene constraints [23] or by

estimating the 3D camera geometry online [39].

Other techniques to obtain initial object hypotheses employ features derived from the image

data. Besides approaches using stereo vision [2], [7], [16], [23], [50], [81], which are out of
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scope in this survey, object motion has been used as an early cueing mechanism. Surveillance

approaches using static cameras often employ background subtraction [51], [66], [82]. General-

izations to moving cameras mostly assume translatory camera motion and compute the deviation

of the observed optical flow from the expected ego-motion flow field [15], [56]. Another attention-

focusing strategy employs interest point detectors to recover regions with high information

content based on local discontinuities of the image brightness function which often occur at

object boundaries [1], [39], [40], [42], [61].

B. Classification

After a set of initial object hypotheses has been acquired, further verification (classification)

involves pedestrian appearance models, using various spatial and temporal cues. Following a

rough categorization of such models into generative and discriminative models [72], we further

introduce a delineation in terms of visual features and classification techniques. In both the

generative and discriminative approach to pedestrian classification, a given image (or a sub-

region thereof) is to be assigned to either the pedestrian or non-pedestrian class, depending

on the corresponding class posterior probabilities. The main difference between generative and

discriminative models is how posterior probabilities are estimated for each class.

1) Generative Models: Generative approaches to pedestrian classification model the appear-

ance of the pedestrian class in terms of its class-conditional density function. In combination

with the class priors, the posterior probability for the pedestrian class can be inferred using a

Bayesian approach.

a) Shape Models: Shape cues are particularly attractive because of their property to reduce

variations in pedestrian appearance due to lighting or clothing. At this point, we omit discussion

of complex 3D human shape models [21] and focus on 2D pedestrian shape models which are

commonly learned from shape contour examples. In this regard, both discrete and continuous

representations have been introduced to model the shape space.

Discrete approaches represent the shape manifold by a set of exemplar shapes [22], [23], [67],

[70]. On the one hand, exemplar-based models imply a high specificity, since only plausible

shape examples are included and changes of topology need not be explicitly modeled. On the

other hand, such models require a large amount of example shapes (up to many thousands)

to sufficiently cover the shape space due to transformations and intra-class variance. From a
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practical point of view, exemplar-based models have to strike a balance between specificity and

compactness to be used in real-world applications, particularly with regard to storage constraints

and feasible online matching. Efficient matching techniques based on distance-transforms have

been combined with pre-computed hierarchical structures, to allow for real-time online matching

of many thousands of exemplars [22], [23], [67].

Continuous shape models involve a compact parametric representation of the class-conditional

density, learned from a set of training shapes, given the existence of an appropriate manual

[9], [25], [26] or automatic [4], [5], [14], [34], [50], shape registration method. Linear shape

space representations which model the class-conditional density as a single Gaussian have been

employed by [4], [9]. Forcing topologically diverse shapes (e.g. pedestrian with feet apart and

with feet closed) into a single linear model may result in many intermediate model instantiations

that are physically implausible. To recover physically plausible regions in the linear model space,

conditional-density models have been proposed [9], [14]. Further, non-linear extensions have been

introduced at the cost of requiring a larger number of training shapes to cope with the higher

model complexity [9], [14], [25], [26], [50]. Rather than modeling the non-linearity explicitly,

most approaches break up the non-linear shape space into piecewise linear patches. Techniques

to determine these local subregions include fitting a mixture of Gaussians via the EM-algorithm

[9] and K-means clustering in shape space [14], [25], [26], [50].

Compared to discrete shape models, continuous generative models can fill gaps in the shape

representation using interpolation. However, online matching proves to be more complex, since

recovering an estimate of the maximum-a-posteriori model parameters involves iterative param-

eter estimation techniques, i.e. Active Contours [9], [50].

Recently, a two-layer statistical field model has been proposed to increase the robustness of

shape representations to partial occlusions and background clutter by representing shapes as a

distributed connected model [77]. Here, a hidden Markov field layer to capture the shape prior

is combined with an observation layer which associates shape with the likelihood of image

observations.

b) Combined Shape and Texture Models: One way to enrich the representation is to combine

shape and texture information within a compound parametric appearance model [8], [9], [14],

[17], [34]. These approaches involve separate statistical models for shape and intensity variations.

A linear intensity model is built from shape-normalized examples guided by sparse [9], [14], [17]
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or dense correspondences [8], [34]. Model-fitting requires joint estimation of shape and texture

parameters using iterative error minimization schemes [17], [34]. To reduce the complexity of

parameter estimation, the relation of the fitting error and associated model parameters can be

learned from examples [9].

2) Discriminative Models: In contrast to generative models, discriminative models approxi-

mate the Bayesian maximum-a-posteriori decision by learning the parameters of a discriminant

function (decision boundary) between the pedestrian and non-pedestrian class from training

examples. We will discuss the merits and drawbacks of several feature representations and

continue with a review of classifier architectures and techniques to break down the complexity

of the pedestrian class.

a) Features: Local filters operating on pixel intensities are a frequently used feature set

[59]. Non-adaptive Haar wavelet features have been popularized by [53] and adapted by many

others [48], [64], [74]. This over-complete feature dictionary represents local intensity differences

at various locations, scales and orientations. Their simplicity and fast evaluation using integral

images [41], [74] contributed to the popularity of Haar wavelet features. However, the many-

times redundant representation, due to overlapping spatial shifts, requires mechanisms to select

the most appropriate subset of features out of the vast amount of possible features. Initially, this

selection has been manually designed for the pedestrian class, by incorporating prior knowledge

about the geometric configuration of the human body [48], [53], [64]. Later, automatic feature

selection procedures, i.e. variants of AdaBoost [18], have been employed to select the most

discriminative feature subset [74].

The automatic extraction of a subset of non-adaptive features can be regarded as optimizing

the features for the classification task. Likewise, the particular configuration of spatial features

has been included in the actual optimization itself, yielding feature sets which adapt to the

underlying dataset during training. Such features are referred to as local receptive fields [19],

[23], [49], [68], [75], in reference to neural structures in the human visual cortex [24]. Recent

studies have empirically demonstrated the superiority of adaptive local receptive field features

over non-adaptive Haar wavelet features with regard to pedestrian classification [49], [68].

Another class of local intensity-based features are codebook feature patches, extracted around

interesting points in the image [1], [39], [40], [61]. A codebook of distinctive object feature

patches along with geometrical relations is learned from training data followed by clustering
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in the space of feature patches to obtain a compact representation of the underlying pedestrian

class. Based on this representation, feature vectors have been extracted including information

about the presence and geometric relation of codebook patches [1], [39], [40], [61].

Others have focused on discontinuities in the image brightness function in terms of models of

local edge structure. Well-normalized image gradient orientation histograms, computed over local

image blocks, have become popular in both dense [11], [62], [63], [80], [83] (HOG, histograms

of oriented gradients) and sparse representations [42] (SIFT, scale-invariant feature transform),

where sparseness arises from pre-preprocessing with an interest-point detector. Initially, dense

gradient orientation histograms were computed using local image blocks at a single fixed scale

[11], [62] to limit the dimensionality of the feature vector and computational costs. Extensions

to variable-sized blocks have been presented by [63], [80], [83]. Results indicate a performance

improvement over the original HOG approach. Recently, local spatial variation and correlation

of gradient-based features have been encoded using covariance matrix descriptors which increase

robustness towards illumination changes [71].

Yet others have designed local shape filters that explicitly incorporate the spatial configuration

of salient edge-like structures. Multi-scale features based on horizontal and vertical co-occurrence

groups of dominant gradient orientation have been introduced by [45]. Manually designed sets

of edgelets, representing local line or curve segments, have been proposed to capture edge

structure [76]. An extension to these pre-defined edgelet features has recently been introduced

with regard to adapting the local edgelet features to the underlying image data [60]. So called

shapelet features are assembled from low-level oriented gradient responses using AdaBoost, to

yield more discriminative local features. Again, variants of AdaBoost are frequently used to

select the most discriminative subset of features.

As an extension to spatial features, spatio-temporal features have been proposed to capture

human motion [12], [15], [65], [74], especially gait [27], [38], [56], [75]. For example, Haar

wavelets and local shape filters have been extended to the temporal domain by incorporating

intensity differences over time [65], [74]. Local receptive field features have been generalized to

spatio-temporal receptive fields [27], [75]. Histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) have been

extended to histograms of differential optical flow [12]. Several papers compared the performance

of otherwise identical spatial and spatio-temporal features [12], [74] and reported superior

performance of the latter at the drawback of requiring temporally aligned training samples.
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b) Classifier Architectures: Discriminative classification techniques aim at determining an

optimal decision boundary between pattern classes in a feature space. Feed-forward multi-layer

neural networks [33] implement linear discriminant functions in the feature space in which input

patterns have been mapped non-linearly, e.g. by using the previously described feature sets.

Optimality of the decision boundary is assessed by minimizing an error criterion with respect

to the network parameters, i.e. mean squared error [33]. In the context of pedestrian detection,

multi-layer neural networks have been applied particularly in conjunction with adaptive local

receptive field features as non-linearities in the hidden network layer [19], [23], [49], [68], [75].

This architecture unifies feature extraction and classification within a single model.

Support Vector Machines (SVM) [73] have evolved as a powerful tool to solve pattern

classification problems. In contrast to neural networks, SVMs do not minimize some artificial

error metric but maximize the margin of a linear decision boundary (hyperplane) to achieve

maximum separation between the object classes. Regarding pedestrian classification, linear SVM

classifiers have been used in combination with various (non-linear) feature sets [11], [12], [51],

[63], [64], [80], [83].

Non-linear SVM classification, e.g. using polynomial or radial basis function kernels as

implicit mapping of the samples into a higher-dimensional (and probably infinite) space, yielded

further performance boosts. These are however paid for with a significant increase in computa-

tional costs and memory requirements [2], [48], [49], [51], [53], [68].

AdaBoost [18], which has been applied as automatic feature selection procedure (see above),

has also been used to construct strong classifiers as weighted linear combinations of the selected

weak classifiers, each involving a threshold on a single feature [60], [62]. To incorporate non-

linearities and speed-up the classification process, boosted detector cascades have been introduced

by [74] and adopted by many others [45], [52], [63], [71], [76], [80], [83]. Motivated by the fact

that the majority of detection windows in an image are non-pedestrians, the cascade structure

is tuned to detect almost all pedestrians while rejecting non-pedestrians as early as possible.

AdaBoost is used in each layer to iteratively construct a strong classifier guided by user-specified

performance criteria. During training, each layer is focused on the errors the previous layers make.

As a result, the whole cascade consists of increasingly more complex detectors. This contributes

to the high processing speed of the cascade approach, since usually only a few feature evaluations

in the early cascade layers are necessary to quickly reject non-pedestrian examples.
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c) Multi-Part Representations: Besides introducing new feature sets and classification tech-

niques, many recent pedestrian detection approaches attempt to break-down the complex ap-

pearance of the pedestrian class into manageable subparts. First, a mixture-of-experts strategy

establishes local pose-specific pedestrian clusters, followed by the training of a specialized expert

classifier for each subspace [23], [51], [62], [64], [76], [80]. Appropriate pose-based clustering

involves both manually [51], [62], [64], [76] and automatically established [80] mutually exclu-

sive clusters, as well as soft clustering approaches using probabilistic assignment of pedestrian

examples to pose clusters, obtained by a pre-processing step, e.g. shape matching [23].

An additional issue in mixture-of-experts architectures is how to integrate the individual expert

responses to a final decision. Usually, all experts are run in parallel, where the final decision

is obtained as a combination of local expert responses using techniques such as maximum

selection [51], [76], majority voting [64], AdaBoost [62], trajectory-based data-association [80],

and probabilistic shape-based weighting [23].

Second, component-based approaches decompose pedestrian appearance into parts. These parts

are either semantically motivated (body parts such as head, torso and legs) [2], [45], [48], [62],

[65], [76] or concern codebook representations [1], [39], [40], [61]. A general trade-off is involved

at the choice of the number and selection of the individual parts. On one hand, components

should have as small spatial extent as possible, to succinctly capture articulated motion. On the

other hand, components should have sufficiently large spatial extent to contain discriminative

visual structure to allow reliable detection. Part-based approaches require assembly techniques

to integrate the local part responses to a final detection, constrained by spatial relations among

the parts.

Approaches using partitions into semantic subregions train a discriminative feature-based

classifier (see above), specific to a single part, along with a model for geometric relations between

parts. Techniques to assemble part-based detection responses to a final classification result include

the training of a combination classifier [2], [48], [62] and probabilistic inference to determine the

most likely object configuration given the observed image features [45], [65], [76]. Codebook

approaches represent pedestrians in a bottom-up fashion as assemblies of local codebook features,

extracted around salient points in the image, combined with top-down verification [39], [40],

[61].

Component-based approaches have certain advantages compared to full-body classification.
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They do not suffer from the unfavorable complexity related to the number of training examples

necessary to adequately cover the set of possible appearances. Furthermore, the expectation of

missing parts due to scene occlusions or inter-object occlusions is easier addressed, particularly

if explicit inter-object occlusion reasoning is incorporated into the model [39], [40], [61], [76].

However, these advantages are paid for with higher complexity in both model generation (train-

ing) and application (testing). Their applicability to lower resolution images is limited since each

component detector requires a certain spatial support for robustness.

C. Tracking

There has been extensive work on the tracking of pedestrians to infer trajectory-level informa-

tion. One line of research has formulated tracking as frame-by-frame association of detections

based on geometry and dynamics without particular pedestrian appearance models [2], [23].

Other approaches utilize pedestrian appearance models (Section II-B) coupled with geometry

and dynamics [4], [26], [32], [39], [43], [50], [55], [58], [65], [70], [76], [77], [80], [82]. Some

approaches furthermore integrate detection and tracking in a Bayesian framework, combining

appearance models with an observation density, dynamics and probabilistic inference of the

posterior state density. For this, either single [4], [26], [55], [70], [76] or multiple cues [32],

[43], [50], [58], [65] are used.

The integration of multiple cues [66] involves combining separate models for each cue into a

joint observation density. The inference of the posterior state density is usually formulated as a

recursive filtering process [3]. Particle filters [30] are very popular due to their ability to closely

approximate complex real-world multimodal posterior densities using sets of weighted random

samples. Extensions that are especially relevant for pedestrian tracking involve hybrid discrete /

continuous state-spaces [26], [50] and efficient sampling strategies [13], [32], [36], [44].

An important issue in real-world pedestrian tracking problems is how to deal with multiple

targets in the image. Two basic strategies with regard to the tracking of multiple objects have been

proposed. First, the theoretically most sound approach is to construct a joint state-space involving

the number of targets and their configurations which are inferred in parallel. Problems arise

regarding the significantly increased and variable dimensionality of the state-space. Solutions to

reduce the computational complexity have involved grid-based or pre-calculated likelihoods [32],

[69] and sophisticated resampling techniques such as Metropolis-Hastings sampling [36], parti-
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tioned sampling [44], or annealed particle filters [13]. Second, some approaches have proposed

to limit the number of objects to one per tracker and employ multiple tracker instances instead

[31], [35], [50], [52]. While this technique simplifies the state-space representation, a method

for initializing a track along with rules to separate neighboring tracks is required. Typically, an

independent detector process is employed to initialize a new track.

Incorporating the independent detector into the proposal density tends to increase robustness

by guiding the particle re-sampling towards candidate image regions. Competition rules between

multiple tracker instances have been formulated in terms of heuristics [35], [50]. In contrast to

joint state-space approaches, the quality of tracking is directly dependent on the capability of

the associated object detector used for initialization.

III. BENCHMARK DATASET

Fig. 1 shows an excerpt from the Daimler pedestrian detection benchmark dataset used in

this work. Dataset statistics are shown in Table I. Training images were recorded at various

day times and locations with no constraints on illumination, pedestrian pose or clothing, except

that pedestrians are fully visible in an upright position. 15660 pedestrian (positive) samples

are provided as training examples. These samples were obtained by manually extracting 3915

rectangular position labels from video images. Four pedestrian samples were created from each

label by means of mirroring and randomly shifting the bounding boxes by a few pixels in

horizontal and vertical directions to account for localization errors in the application system.

The addition of jittered samples was shown earlier to substantially improve performance [14].

Pedestrian labels have a minimum height of 72 pixels, so that there is no upscaling involved

in view of different training sample resolutions for the systems under consideration. Further,

we provide 6744 full images not containing any pedestrians from which all approaches under

consideration extract negative samples for training.

Our test dataset consists of an independent image sequence comprising 21790 images (640×
480 pixels) with 56492 manual labels, including 259 trajectories of fully visible pedestrians,

captured from a moving vehicle in a 27 minute drive through urban traffic. In contrast to other

established benchmark datasets (see Table I), the size and complexity of the current data allows

to draw meaningful conclusions without appreciable overfitting effects. The dataset has a total
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Fig. 1. Overview of the Daimler pedestrian detection benchmark dataset: Pedestrian training samples (top row), non-pedestrian

training images (center row), test images with annotations (bottom row).

size of approx. 8.5 GB1

IV. SELECTED PEDESTRIAN DETECTION APPROACHES

We select a diverse set of pedestrian detection approaches in terms of features (adaptive, non-

adaptive) and classifier architecture for evaluation (see Section V): Haar wavelet-based cascade

[74], neural network using LRF features [75], and histograms of oriented gradients combined

with a linear SVM [11]. In addition to these approaches, used in sliding window fashion, we

consider a system utilizing coarse-to-fine shape matching and texture-based classification, i.e. a

monocular variant of [23]. Temporal integration is incorporated by coupling all approaches with

a 2D bounding box tracker.

We acknowledge that besides the selected approaches there exist many other interesting

lines of research in the field of monocular pedestrian detection (see Section II). We encourage

other authors to report performances using the proposed dataset and evaluation criteria for

benchmarking. Here we focus on the most widely-used approaches2.

Our experimental setup assigns the underlying system parameters (e.g. sample resolution,

feature layout, training) to the values reported to perform best in the original publications [11],

1The dataset is made freely available to academic and non-academic entities for research purposes. See

http://www.science.uva.nl/research/isla/downloads/pedestrians/index.html or contact the second

author.

2total processing time for training, testing and evaluation was several months of CPU time on a 2.66 GHz Intel processor,

using implementations in C/C++
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Fig. 2. Overview of the employed set of Haar wavelets. Black and white areas denote negative and positive weights, respectively.

[23], [49], [74], [75]. Two different resolutions of training samples are compared. We consider

training samples with an actual pedestrian height of 32 pixels (small scale) and 72 pixels (medium

scale). To this, a fixed fraction of border pixels (background) is added. Details are given below.

A. Haar Wavelet-Based Cascade

The Haar wavelet-based cascade framework [74] provides an efficient extension to the sliding

window approach by introducing a degenerate decision tree of increasingly complex detector

layers. Each layer employs a set of non-adaptive Haar wavelet features [48], [53]. We make

use of Haar wavelet features at different scales and locations, comprising horizontal and vertical

features, corresponding tilted features, as well as point detectors, see Fig. 2. Sample resolution

for the small scale training set is 18×36 pixels with a border of two pixels around the pedestrian.

No constraints on scales or locations of wavelets are imposed, other than requiring the features

to lie completely within our training samples. The total number of possible features is 154190.

The medium scale training set consists of samples at 40 × 80 pixels with a border of four

pixels around the pedestrian which leads to over 3.5 million possible features. Here, we have

to constrain the features to allow for feasible training: we require a minimum area of 24 pixels

with a two-pixel scale step for each feature at a spatial overlap of 75% which results in 134621

possible features. In each cascade layer, AdaBoost [18] is used to construct a classifier based on

a weighted linear combination of selected features which yield the lowest error on the training

set consisting of pedestrian and non-pedestrian samples.

We investigated the performance after Nl layers and found that performance saturated after

incorporating Nl = 15 layers for both training resolutions. Each cascade layer is trained on a

new dataset consisting of the initial 15660 pedestrian training samples and a new set of 15660

non-pedestrian samples which is generated by collecting false positives of the cascade up to the

previous layer on the given set of non-pedestrian images. Negative samples for the first layer are

randomly sampled. Performance criteria for each layer are set to 50% false positive rate at 99.5%

detection rate. Adding further cascade layers reduced the training error, but performance on the

test set was observed to run in saturation. The total number of features selected by AdaBoost
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Fig. 3. Overview of NN/LRF architecture (left). Average gradient image along with three exemplary 5 × 5-pixel local

receptive field features (hidden layer weights) and their activation maps (output layer weights) for the ”pedestrian” output

neuron, highlighting regions where corresponding LRFs are most discriminative for the pedestrian class (right).

for the whole 15-layer cascade using small (medium) resolution samples is 4070 (3751), ranging

from 15 (14) features in the first layer to 727 (674) features in the final layer. Experiments are

conducted using the implementation found in the Intel OpenCV library [29].

B. Neural Network using Local Receptive Fields (NN/LRF)

Adaptive local receptive fields (LRF) [19] have shown to be powerful features in the domain

of pedestrian detection, in combination with a multi-layer feed-forward neural network architec-

ture (NN/LRF) [75]. Although the combination of LRF features and non-linear support vector

machine classification (SVM/LRF) has shown to yield slightly better performance [49], we opted

for a NN/LRF in this work, since training a non-linear SVM/LRF classifier on our large dataset

was infeasible due to excessive memory requirements.

In contrast to multi-layer perceptrons, where the hidden layer is fully connected to the input

layer, NN/LRFs introduce the concept of NB branches Bi (i = 1, . . . , NB), where every neuron

in each branch only receives input from a limited local region of the input layer, its receptive

field. See Fig. 3. Since synaptical weights are shared among neurons in the same branch, every

branch can be regarded as a spatial feature detector on the whole input pattern and the amount of

parameters to be determined during training is reduced, alleviating susceptibility to overfitting.

We use a NN/LRF consisting of NB = 16 branches Bi. For the small scale training samples

at a resolution of 18×36 pixels with a two pixel border, 5×5-pixel receptive fields are utilized,

shifted at a step size of two pixels over the training images. 10 × 10-pixel receptive fields are

shifted at a step size of five pixels over the medium scale training samples which are scaled to
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Fig. 4. Overview of HOG/linSVM architecture. Cells on a spatial grid are shown in yellow, whereas overlapping normalization

blocks are shown in green (left). Average gradient image along with visualization of positive and negative SVM weights, which

highlight the most discriminative regions for both the pedestrian and non-pedestrian class (right).

40 × 80 pixels including a border of four pixels.

The output layer consists of two neurons, where the output of each neuron represents a (scaled)

estimate of posterior probability for the pedestrian and non-pedestrian class, respectively. Initial

training data consists of the given 15660 pedestrian samples, along with 15560 randomly selected

samples from the set of negative images. We further apply a bootstrapping strategy by shifting

the trained NN/LRF classifier over the images containing no pedestrians and augmenting the

negative training set by collecting 15660 false positives in each iteration. Finally, the classifier

is retrained using the extended negative training data. Bootstrapping is applied iteratively until

test performance saturates. The higher complexity of the bootstrapped dataset is accounted for

by incorporating additional eight branches in each iteration to increase classifier complexity.

C. Histograms of Oriented Gradients with Linear SVM (HOG/linSVM)

We follow the approach of Dalal and Triggs [11] to model local shape and appearance using

well-normalized dense histograms of gradient orientation (HOG), see Fig. 4. Local gradients

are binned according to their orientation, weighted by their magnitude, within a spatial grid

of cells with overlapping blockwise contrast normalization. Within each overlapping block, a

feature vector is extracted by sampling the histograms from the contributing spatial cells. The

feature vectors for all blocks are concatenated to yield a final feature vector which is subject to

classification using a linear support vector machine (linSVM).

Our choice of system parameters is based on the suggestions by [11]. Compared to the Haar

wavelet-based cascade and the NN/LRF, we employ a larger border to ensure ample spatial
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Fig. 5. Overview of combined shape-based detection and texture-based classification.

support for robust gradient computation and binning at the pedestrian boundary. Hence, small

scale training samples are utilized at a resolution of 22 × 44 pixels with a border of six pixels,

whereas a resolution of 48 × 96 pixels with a border of twelve pixels is employed for medium

scale training.

We utilize fine scale gradients ([−1, 0, 1] masks without smoothing), fine orientation binning

(9 bins), coarse spatial binning (2 × 2 blocks of either 4 × 4 pixel cells for small scale and

8× 8 pixel cells for medium scale training) as well as overlapping block contrast normalization

(L2-norm). The descriptor stride is set to half the block width, in order to have 50% overlap.

This amounts to four pixels for small scale and eight pixels for medium scale training.

Similar to the training of the NN/LRF (see Section IV-B), the initial 15560 negative samples

are randomly sampled from the set of negative images. We apply bootstrapping by extending the

training set by 15660 additional false positives in each iteration until test performance saturated.

As opposed to the NN/LRF classifier (see Section IV-B), the complexity of the linear SVM is

automatically adjusted during training by increasing the number of support vectors as the training

set becomes more complex. Experiments are conducted using the implementation by [11].

D. Combined Shape-Texture-Based Pedestrian Detection

We consider a monocular version of the real-time PROTECTOR system [23], by cascading

shape-based pedestrian detection with texture-based pedestrian classification. Shape-based detec-

tion is achieved by coarse-to-fine matching of an exemplar-based shape hierarchy to the image

data at hand. The shape hierarchy is constructed offline in an automatic fashion from manually

annotated shape labels, extracted from the 3915 pedestrian examples in the training set (see

Section II). Online matching involves traversing the shape hierarchy with the Chamfer distance

[6] between a shape template and an image sub-window as smooth and robust similarity measure.
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Image locations where the similarity between shape and image is above a user-specified threshold

are considered detections. A single distance threshold applies for each level of the hierarchy.

Additional parameters govern the edge density on which the underlying distance map is based.

All parameters have been optimized using a sequential ROC optimization technique [23].

Detections of the shape matching step are subject to verification by a texture-based pattern

classifier. Here, we employ the multi layer feed-forward neural network operating on local

adaptive receptive field features, NN/LRF, with parameters given in Section IV-B, on the small

scale training set. See Fig. 5. The initial negative training samples for the NN/LRF classifier

were extracted by collecting false positives of the shape-based detection module (with a relaxed

threshold) on the given set of negative images. Finally, bootstrapping is applied to the NN/LRF,

as described in Section IV-B.

E. Temporal Integration - Tracking

Temporal integration of detection results allows to overcome gaps in detection, suppress

spurious false positives and provides higher-level temporally-fused trajectory information for

detected objects. Detections on trajectory level are fundamental to many real-world attention-

focusing or risk-assessment strategies, for instance in vehicle-based collision-mitigation systems

or visual surveillance scenarios. In this study, we employ a rudimentary 2D bounding box tracker

with an object state model involving bounding box position (x, y) and extent (w, h). Object state

parameters are estimated using an α − β tracker, involving the classical Hungarian method for

data assignment [37]. A new track is started whenever a new object appears in m successive

frames and no active track fits to it. It ends, if the object corresponding to an active track has

not been detected in n successive frames. We acknowledge the existence of more sophisticated

trackers, see Section II-C, whose performance evaluation remains for future work. The generality

and simplicity of our tracker has the advantage to allow a straightforward integration into other

detector approaches to be considered.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Methodology

Performance evaluation of the pedestrian detection systems is based on comparing system

output (alarms) with manually labeled ground-truth (events) given by bounding box locations of
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pedestrians using the proposed benchmark test sequence consisting of 21790 monocular images

(see Section III). We differentiate between the scenarios of generic pedestrian detection and

(near) real-time pedestrian detection from a moving vehicle. There exists a wide range of possible

applications of the first scenario, e.g. ranging from surveillance to advanced robotics. The second

scenario is geared towards collision mitigation/avoidance in the context of intelligent vehicles

[20], [23]. The two scenarios differ in the definition of the area of interest and match criteria.

Additionally, the vehicle scenario involves restrictions on average processing time.

In both scenarios, we consider many-to-many data correspondences, that is, an event is matched

if there is at least one alarm within localization tolerances, e.g. the systems are not required to

detect each individual pedestrian in case of a pedestrian group. Multiple detector responses at near

identical locations and scales are addressed in all approaches by applying confidence-based non-

maximum suppression to the detected bounding boxes using pairwise box coverage: two system

alarms ai and aj are subject to non-maximum suppression if their coverage Γ(ai, aj) =
A(ai∩aj)

A(ai∪aj)
,

the ratio of intersection area and union area, is above θn, with θn = 0.5 in our evaluation. The

detection with the lowest confidence is discarded, where confidence is assessed by the detectors,

i.e. cascade (final layer), NN/LRF and SVM decision values. An alternative is to use kernel-based

voting for position and scale of detected bounding boxes [10].

Performance is evaluated at both frame- and trajectory-level. Frame-level performance is

measured in terms of sensitivity, precision and false positives per frame. Sensitivity relates

to the percentage of true solutions that were detected, whereas precision corresponds to the

percentage of system solutions that were correct. We visualize frame-level performance in terms

of ROC curves, depicting the trade-off between sensitivity and false positives per frame based

on the corresponding match criteria. ROC curves for the NN/LRF and HOG/linSVM technique

are generated by varying the corresponding detector output thresholds along the curve. In case

of the wavelet-based cascade and the cascaded shape-texture pedestrian detection system, there

are multiple thresholds (one for each cascade module) that can be varied simultaneously to

determine ROC performance. Each multi-dimensional set of thresholds corresponds to a single

point in ROC space, where the final ROC curve is computed as the Pareto-optimal frontier of

this point cloud [23].

After incorporating temporal integration (tracking), trajectory-level performance is evaluated

in terms of the percentage of matched ground-truth trajectories (sensitivity), the percentage
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of correct system trajectories (precision) and the number of false trajectories per minute. We

distinguish between two types of trajectories (see [23]): ”class-B” and ”class-A” trajectories that

have at least one or at least 50% of their events matched. ”class-B” trajectories include ”class-

A” trajectories, but the latter demand stronger application performance. Further, we quantify

the reduction in frame-level false positives resulting from the incorporation of the tracking

component.

B. Generic Pedestrian Detection

In the evaluation of generic pedestrian detection, no additional (3D) scene knowledge and

constraints are employed. Instead, we consider pedestrian detection solely as a 2D problem,

where fully-visible ground-truth pedestrians (see Table I) of at least 72 pixels height are marked

as required, which corresponds to real-world pedestrians of 1.5 meters height at a distance

of 25 meters in our camera set-up. Smaller or partially occluded pedestrians and bicyclists or

motorcyclists are considered optional, in that the systems are not rewarded / penalized for correct

/ false / missing detections. In our experiments, we consider in isolation the resolution of the

training data (see Section IV), the size of the detector grid, as well as the effect of adding

additional negative training samples by bootstrapping or cascading.

Combined shape-texture-based detection (Section IV-D) is disregarded here, since the shape-

based detection component, providing fast identification of possible pedestrian locations, is

mainly employed because of processing speed, which is not considered in this evaluation scenario.

We instead evaluate the NN/LRF classifier in isolation, which is the second (and more important)

module of the combined shape-texture-based detection system.

This leaves us with a total of three approaches: the Haar wavelet-based cascade (Section IV-

A), NN/LRF (Section IV-B) and HOG/linSVM (Section IV-C) which are used in a multi-scale

sliding window fashion. With s denoting the current scale, detector windows are both shifted

through scale with a step factor of Δs and through location at fractions sΔx and sΔy of the base

detector window size Wx and Wy (see Section IV) in both x- and y-dimension. The smallest

scale smin corresponds to a detector window height of 72 pixels, whereas the largest scale smax

has been chosen so that the detector windows still fit in the image. As a result, detector grids for

all systems are identical. Several detector parameter settings Si = (Δi
x, Δ

i
y, Δ

i
s), defining spatial

stride (detector grid resolution) and scale, have been considered for all approaches, see Table
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S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

Spatial Stride (Δx, Δy) (0.1,0.025) (0.15,0.05) (0.3,0.075) (0.1,0.025) (0.15,0.05) (0.3,0.075)

Scale Step Δs 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.25 1.25 1.25

# of detection windows 184392 61790 20890 90982 30608 10256

TABLE II

OVERVIEW OF SLIDING WINDOW PARAMETER SETS Si FOR GENERIC EVALUATION.

II. The 2D match criterion is based on bounding box coverage between a system alarm ai and

a ground-truth event ej , where a correct detection is given by Γ(ai, ej) > θm, with θm = 0.25.

Results are given in Figs. 6-8.

Fig. 6a shows the effect of different training sample resolutions using detector parameters S1.

While the performance difference between small and medium resolution for the wavelet-based

cascade and the NN/LRF detectors is minor, the HOG/linSVM approach performs significantly

worse at a small resolution. The reason for that may lie in the reduced spatial support for

histogramming. Further experiments involve only the best performing resolution for each system:

small resolution for the wavelet-based cascade and the NN/LRF detector and medium resolution

for the HOG/linSVM approach.

Figs. 6b-d show the localization tolerance of each detector, that is the sensitivity to the

granularity of the detection grid. Two observations can be made: First, all detectors perform

best using the detection grid at the finest granularity (parameters S1). Second, the localization

tolerances of the approaches vary considerably. The NN/LRF detector performs almost identical

for all parameter sets under consideration, with false positives per frame at constant detection

rates being reduced by approx. a factor of 1.5, comparing the the best (S1) and worst (S6)

setting. The wavelet-based cascade and HOG/linSVM approaches show a stronger sensitivity to

the detection grid resolution, with a difference in false positives by approx. a factor of 3 and

5.5, respectively. We attribute this to the fact that the NN/LRF uses comparatively the largest

features (5×5 pixel receptive fields at a sample size of 18×36 pixels, see Section IV-B), whereas

8 × 8 pixel cells are used in the HOG/linSVM approach with a sample size of 48 × 96 pixels

(see Section IV-C). The wavelet-based cascade employs features at different scales, as shown in

Section IV-A.

In the following experiments, we restrict ourselves to the detector parameter set S1 which was

identified as the best setting for all techniques. We now evaluate the effect of adding negative
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Fig. 6. Evaluation of generic pedestrian detection. (a) effect of different training resolutions, (b)-(d) effect of varying detector

grid for (b) wavelet-based cascade, (c) NN/LRF (1 bootstrapping iteration) and (d) HOG/linSVM (1 bootstrapping iteration).

samples to the training set, in terms of additional bootstrapping iterations for NN/LRF and

HOG/linSVM and show the performance of individual layers of the wavelet-based cascade, each

of which is trained on a different and increasingly more difficult set of negative samples. See Figs.

7a-b. All detectors show an initial performance improvement, but then saturate after 15 layers

(wavelet-based cascade) or three (HOG/linSVM) and four (NN/LRF) bootstrapping iterations,

respectively. The obtained performance improvements of the wavelet-based cascade and the

NN/LRF detectors are paid for with an increase of computational costs, since the classifiers

become more complex in case of more difficult training sets (recall that NN/LRF complexity

was increased by design during bootstrapping, see Section IV-B). However, in the case of the

HOG/linSVM detector, the processing time for the evaluation of a single detection window

is constant. For a linear SVM, the processing time is independent from the actual number of
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Fig. 7. Evaluation of generic pedestrian detection. (a) performance of individual cascade layers, (b) effect of bootstrapping on

NN/LRF and HOG/linSVM.
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support vectors [78], which becomes larger as more bootstrapping iterations are conducted. Fig.

8 shows the best performance of each system on our test dataset. The HOG/linSVM approach

clearly outperforms both the wavelet-based cascade and NN/LRF. At a detection rate of 70%,

false positives per frame for the HOG/linSVM detector amount to 0.045, compared to 0.38 and

0.86 for the wavelet-based cascade and NN/LRF. This is a reduction by a factor of 8 and 19,

respectively.

Next, temporal integration is incorporated into all approaches using the 2D bounding box

tracker (see Section IV-E) with parameters m = 2 and n = 2. Input to the tracker are system de-

tections, with system parameterization selected from the corresponding ROC curves, as depicted

in Fig. 8, at a common reference point of 60% sensitivity. Results are given in Table III. One
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TABLE III

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AFTER TRACKING. F/A/B DENOTE FRAME- AND TRAJECTORY-LEVEL PERFORMANCE. FALSE

POSITIVES ”FP” ARE GIVEN PER 103
FRAMES AND PER MINUTE FOR FRAME-LEVEL AND TRAJECTORY PERFORMANCE.

Cascade NN/LRF HOG/linSVM

F A B F A B F A B

Sensitivity 65.4% 61.9% 73.0% 65.3% 69.8% 81.7% 64.1% 61.6% 76.2%

Precision 56.1% 47.3% 53.8% 33.5% 27.5% 33.3% 90.2% 84.9% 87.2%

FP 103 fr., min 156 19.0 16.7 307 35.7 35.1 16 2.0 1.7

Reduction False Positives 34.3 % - - 50.9 % - - 22.3 % - -

Avg. Proc. Time / 103 windows 20 ms 660 ms 430 ms

observes that the relative performance differences as shown in Fig. 8 still apply after tracking.

The HOG/linSVM approach achieves a significantly higher precision at the same sensitivity

levels compared to the wavelet-based cascade and the NN/LRF detector.

C. On-Board Vehicle Application

In case of (near) real-time pedestrian detection from a moving vehicle, application-specific

requirements are specified in 3D. In particular, the sensor coverage area is defined in relation

to the vehicle as 10m − 25m in longitudinal and ±4m in lateral direction. Given a system

alarm ai and ground-truth event ej , we enforce a maximum positional deviation in 3D to count

the alarm as match, where both 2D ground-truth and 2D detections are back-projected into 3D

using known camera geometry and the assumption that pedestrians are standing on the ground

plane (ground-plane constraint). Since this ground-plane assumption is only valid for fully-

visible pedestrians, partially visible pedestrians are not back-projected into 3D, but matched in

2D with a box coverage of θm = 0.25, as shown in Section V-B. Only fully-visible ground-

truth pedestrians (see Table I) within the sensor coverage area are considered required. Partially

visible pedestrians and pedestrians outside the sensor coverage area are regarded as optional (i.e.

detections are neither credited nor penalized).

Localization tolerances are defined as percentage of distance for lateral (X) and longitudinal

(Z) direction with respect to the vehicle. Here, we consider tolerances of X = 10% and Z = 30%

with a larger tolerance in longitudinal direction to account for non-flat road surface and vehicle

pitch in case of back-projection of (monocular) ground-truth and detections into 3D, i.e. at 20m

distance, we tolerate a localization error of ±2m and ±6m in lateral and longitudinal direction.

All systems are evaluated by incorporating 3D scene knowledge into the detection process:
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Cascade NN/LRF HOG/linSVM

T1 (2.5s) T4 (250ms) T2 (2.5s) T5 (250ms) T3 (2.5s) T6 (250ms)

Spatial Stride (Δx, Δy) (0.05,0.025) (0.05,0.025) (0.1,0.025) (0.3,0.08) (0.1,0.025) (0.3,0.08)

Scale Step Δs 1.05 1.05 1.1 1.25 1.1 1.25

# of detection windows 11312 11312 5920 617 5920 617

TABLE IV

OVERVIEW OF SLIDING WINDOW PARAMETER SETS Ti FOR ON-BOARD VEHICLE EVALUATION.

we assume pedestrians of heights 1.5m − 2.0m to be standing on the ground. Initial object

hypotheses violating these assumptions are discarded. Non-flat road surface and vehicle pitch

are modeled by relaxing the ground-plane constraint using a pitch angle tolerance of ψ = ±2◦.

We consider constraints on average processing time of 2.5s and 250ms (±10% tolerance) per

image. To enforce these constraints, we chose to maintain the fundamental system parameters,

e.g. sample resolution or feature layout, as reported by the original authors, see Section IV.

Instead, we use the size of the detection grid as a proxy for processing speed. Sliding window

parameters Ti subject to processing time constraints are given in Table IV. The detector grids

are finer grained in y-direction than in x-direction. This results in higher localization accuracy

in y-direction which adds robustness to depth estimation by back-projecting detections into 3D.

Instead of a sliding window approach, the combined shape-texture detector uses a coarse-to-fine

hierarchical shape matching scheme yielding a variable number of ROIs per image which are

processed by the subsequent NN/LRF classifier. Hence, the hierarchy level thresholds of the

shape matching module have the largest influence on processing time. We have incorporated

time constraints into the parameter optimization [23], to optimize these thresholds for the given

processing time requirements.

Performance is evaluated for the full 15-layer cascade, the shape-texture detector, as well as

the HOG/linSVM and NN/LRF approaches after every bootstrapping iteration to find the best

compromise between performance and processing speed under the given time constraints. In

contrast to the results of the generic evaluation, the best performance of the NN/LRF classifier

is reached after the second bootstrapping iteration, since the higher computational costs of more

complex NN/LRF detectors require a too large reduction in detection grid resolution to meet the

time constraints. In case of the wavelet-based cascade, identical parameter settings T1 and T4

are used for both time constraints settings. This is due to a very dense detection grid resolution
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Fig. 9. Results of on-board vehicle application using time constraints of (a) 2.5s / frame and (b) 250ms / frame.

even at time constraints of 250ms per frame, since each detection window can be evaluated very

rapidly. A further increase of grid resolution does not yield any performance improvements. We

attribute this effect to the pre-processing of the training data, where robustness to localization

errors is explicitly modeled in terms of shifting the training labels by a few pixels, as described

in Section III. Results are given in Figs. 9a-b.

With processing time constraints of 2.5s per frame, the relative performance of all detector

variants is similar to the case of generic evaluation, see Figs. 8 and 9a. Compared to the

application of the NN/LRF in isolation, the combined shape-texture detector further improves

performance, particularly at low false positive rates. Further restricting processing time con-

straints to 250ms per frame effects a massive drop in the performance of the HOG/linSVM

detector, whereas the performance of the NN/LRF decreases only slightly. Again, this is an

effect of the different localization tolerances, as evaluated in Section V-B. The performance of

the combined shape-texture detector remains approximately constant. This indicates the powerful

pruning capability of the shape detection module which allows to quickly focus the subsequent

costly texture classification on promising image regions, which reduces computational costs.

At tight processing time constraints, the wavelet-based cascade significantly outperforms every

other detector considered, benefiting from its high processing speed. The combined shape-texture

detector delivers the second best performance, admittedly at a proper gap.

As in the case of generic pedestrian detection (see Section V-B), the bounding box tracker

is incorporated. As a common reference point we again use 60% sensitivity, obtained from

the ROC curves depicted in Figs. 9a-b. Results are given in Table V. For both time constraint
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TABLE V

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AFTER TRACKING. F/A/B DENOTE FRAME- AND TRAJECTORY-LEVEL PERFORMANCE UNDER

PROCESSING TIME CONSTRAINTS ”TC” OF 2.5S AND 250MS PER IMAGE. FALSE POSITIVES ”FP” ARE GIVEN PER 103

FRAMES AND PER MINUTE FOR FRAME-LEVEL AND TRAJECTORY PERFORMANCE.

Cascade NN/LRF HOG/linSVM Shape-Texture Rec.

F A B F A B F A B F A B

Sensitivity (TC 2.5s) 64.9% 58.2% 79.1% 65.5% 67.1% 82.1% 64.3% 58.2% 68.7% 64.6% 65.6% 85.0%

Precision (TC 2.5s) 77.2% 71.5% 75.5% 53.4% 58.3% 63.1% 88.7% 81.2% 84.8% 59.3% 52.7% 62.1%

FP 103 fr., min (TC 2.5s) 32 5.5 5.1 102 8.8 7.8 11.7 1.7 1.4 78 9.5 9.1

Reduction FP (TC 2.5s) 23.6 % - - 30.6 % - - 12.5 % - - 28.9 % - -

Sensitivity (TC 250ms) 64.9% 58.2% 79.1% 67.0% 71.6% 80.6% 67.4% 65.7% 79.1% 63.1% 65.2% 80.1%

Precision (TC 250ms) 77.2% 71.5% 75.5% 43.4% 45.6% 52.2% 47.6% 50.8% 55.8% 59.2% 51.3% 61.9%

FP 103 fr., min (TC 250ms) 32 5.5 5.1 171 17.2 15.0 143 14.5 13.0 81 9.1 8.7

Reduction FP (TC 250ms) 23.6 % - - 31.3 % - - 37.3 % - - 26.1 % - -

Avg. Proc. Time / 103 windows 20 ms 440 ms 430 ms approx. 620 ms

settings, the relative performance order of various systems does not change in comparison to

Figs. 9a-b. However, differences in the beneficial effect of the tracker can be observed. For all

systems except for HOG/linSVM, the benefit of the tracker is similar for the two time constraint

settings, approx. 25%-35%, see Table V. For the HOG/linSVM detector at time constraints of

2.5s per image, most false detections turn out to exhibit strong temporal coherence and cannot be

eliminated by the tracker. The reduction in false positives only amounts to 12.5%. The stronger

benefit of the tracker for the HOG/linSVM detector at 250ms per image can be explained by the

fact that fewer detection windows can be evaluated per image. To reach a sensitivity of 60%, a

more relaxed threshold setting is required. As a result, additional false positives are introduced

which are observed to be less temporally coherent; these can be successfully suppressed by the

tracker.

The average processing time per 103 detection windows is given in Table V using implemen-

tations in C/C++ on a 2.66 GHz Intel processor. In comparison to the other approaches, the

wavelet-based cascade architecture has a massive advantage in processing time, i.e. it is approx.

20 times faster. Note that the combined shape-texture detector has the highest processing time

per detection window. However, due the efficient pruning of the search space by the coarse-to-

fine shape matching module, the number of detection windows per image is greatly reduced in

comparison to the sliding window approaches, while maintaining similar performance levels.
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Fig. 10. Typical false positives of all systems. Most errors occur in local regions with strong vertical structure.

VI. DISCUSSION

We obtained a nuanced picture regarding the relative performance of methods tested, where

the latter depends on the pedestrian image resolution and the spatial grid size used for probing

(used as proxy for processing speed). At low resolution pedestrian images (e.g. 18× 36 pixels),

dense Haar wavelet features represent the most viable option. HOG features, on the other hand,

perform best at intermediate resolutions (e.g. 48 × 96 pixels). Their need for a larger spatial

support limit their use in some application scenarios; for example in our camera setup of Section

V-C, pedestrians further away than 25m to the vehicle appear in the image with a height of less

than 72 pixels. We would expect component-based or codebook [1], [39], [40], [61] approaches

to be the natural choice for those applications involving yet higher resolution pedestrian images.

In terms of overall systems, results indicate a clear advantage of the HOG-based linear SVM

approach at intermediate pedestrian image resolutions and lower processing speeds, and a supe-

riority of the wavelet-based AdaBoost cascade approach at lower pedestrian image resolutions

and (near) real-time processing speeds. Not surprisingly, tracking improves the performances

of all considered systems, it also decreases the absolute performance differences amongst the

systems. We observe that the tested systems in this study tend to make rather similar mistakes,

although they are based on different features. For all systems, typical false detections occur in

local regions which are dominated by strong vertical structure, as shown in Fig. 10.

It is instructive to place the best performance obtained in context, by comparing what would

be necessary in a realistic application. Let us consider for this the intelligent vehicle application,

as covered by Section V-C. If we assume an assistance system using monocular vision, that

acoustically warns the driver for possible collisions with pedestrians, a correct detection rate

upwards of 80% on trajectory-level would be sensible, say, at a rate of less than one false

alarms per 10 hours driving in urban traffic. Looking at the results currently obtained within

250ms per frame (assuming that optimization would result in a real-time implementation), see
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Table V, we see the best performance of approx. six false trajectories per minute at a detection

rate of 60% for the wavelet-based cascade. One might be tempted to conclude that a performance

gap of three orders of magnitude exists. This would be overly pessimistic, though, since Table

V reflects the average performance over all pedestrian trajectories within the defined coverage

area (10-25m in distance, up to ±4m laterally). In practice, trajectories that are collision-relevant

tend to be longer and individual detections are easier, as they come closer to the vehicle. Our

preliminary investigations show that detection performance on such trajectory subsets can be up

to one order of magnitude higher, leaving a performance gap of two orders of magnitude.

How could one close the remaining performance gap? The most effective solution is to

incorporate a pre-processing stage to constrain the image search space, based on alternate cues

such as motion [15], [56] and depth [7], [23], [81]. For example, [23] reports performance gain

of an order of magnitude by the inclusion of stereo-based obstacle detection (a similar boost

can be expected in a surveillance setting by the incorporation of background subtraction).

Any remaining performance gain (i.e. one order of magnitude for the intelligent vehicle

application listed above) would likely need to be derived from improving the actual classifi-

cation methods. For example, in the shape-texture approach of Section IV-D, hierarchical shape

matching can be performed probabilistically, with improved performance [22]. The particular

shape template matched could furthermore index into a set of classifiers (experts), each attuned

to a particular body pose. [23] reports a performance improvement of about 30% from such a

mixture-of-experts architecture. The cascade approach could be paired up with more powerful

features, e.g. local receptive fields (Section IV-B) or gradient histograms (Section IV-C). [83]

presented initial work on cascade detectors using HOG features and reported real-time processing

speeds at performance levels similar to the original HOG/linSVM approach [11].

Or perhaps, it is the data that matters most, after all. A recent study on pedestrian classification

[49] showed that the benefit of selecting the best combination of features and pattern classifiers

was less pronounced than the gain obtained by increasing the training set, even though the base

training set already involved many thousands of samples [49].

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a survey on recent work on monocular pedestrian detection from both a

theoretical and experimental perspective. In order to strike a suitable balance between generality
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and specificity, we considered two evaluation settings: a generic setting, where evaluation is done

without scene and processing constraints, and one specific to an application on-board a moving

vehicle in traffic.

Results show a nuanced picture regarding the relative performance of methods tested, where the

latter depends on the pedestrian image resolution and the spatial grid size used for probing (used

as proxy for processing speed). The HOG-based linear SVM approach significantly outperformed

all other approaches considered at little or no processing constraints (factors of 10-18 and 3-6

less false class-A trajectories at no time constraints and at 2.5s per frame, respectively). This

suggests that feature representations based on local edge orientation are well-suited to capture

the complex appearance of the pedestrian object class. As tighter processing constraints are

imposed, the Haar wavelet-based cascade approach outperforms all other detectors considered

(factor of 2-3 less false class-A trajectories at 250ms per frame).

For all systems, performance is enhanced by incorporating temporal integration and/or restric-

tions of the search space based on scene knowledge. The tracking component tends to decrease

the absolute performance differences of the systems. From a real-world application perspective,

the amount of false trajectories is too high by at least one order of magnitude, which shows that

significant effort is further necessary on this complex but important problem.
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